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In the summer of 2020, when the entire world 
was on lockdown and freedoms were restricted to 
limits never seen outside of war time, while most 
of us were hiding in our homes and sanitizing our 
groceries, Kolohe Andino and four of his closest 
friends risked everything and embarked on a surf 
trip for the ages. A rally against repression. A 
Crusade.

In the face of relentless logistic, social 
and political roadblocks, they were the first 
International surfers to enter Indonesia, just in 
time for a relentless run of swell and score some 
of the best surf ever seen in the Mentawai Islands.

This book, a companion to Kolohe’s 
forthcoming film RECKLESS ISOLATION 
is the photographic documentation of that trip.

That Crusade.
The Last Crusade.

Featuring the surfing of Kolohe Andino, Griffin 
Colapinto, Crosby Colapinto, Ian Crane and 
Luke Davis.

Showcasing the photography of Nathan Lawrence 
and the writings, rumblings and ruminations 
from many of surfings finest wordsmiths, as well 
as in-depth profile interviews with the surfers 
themselves.

At nearly 300 pages and loaded with 
hand drawn maps, humorous illustrations 
and caricature portraits, juxtaposed with some 
of the most striking images ever captured of the 
Mentawai archipelago, The Last Crusade is a once 
in a life time travel tale, documented in beautiful, 
high gloss ink and paper, at a time when printed 
surf media is a dwindling and dying art form.

- Matt Biolos

THE 
LAST 
CRUSADE
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STOCK DIMS
4’10  18.13   2.13   21.25
5’0  18.50   2.18   23.00
5’1  18.63   2.22   24.00
5’2  18.75   2.25  25.00
5’3  19.00   2.30   26.00
5’4  19.25   2.33   27.25
5’5 19 1/4 2 1/4  26.50 
5’6  19.75   2.40   29.50 
5’7  20.00   2.44   31.00
5’8  20.25   2.46   32.00
5’9  20.50   2.52   33.50
5’10 20.75  2.56   35.00
5’11  21.00  2.60   36.50
6’0  21.25   2.64   38.00
6’1   21.50   2.68   39.50
6’2   21.75   2.70   41.00
6’3   22.00   2.75   42.50
6’4   22.00   2.75   43.50

WIDE DIMS
5’5  20.00  2.40   29.50 
5’6  20.25  2.45   31.00
5’7  20.50  2.50   32.50
5’8  20.75  2.53   34.00
5’9  21.00  2.56   35.25
5’10  21.25  2.60   36.75
5’11  21.50  2.65   38.25
6’0   21.75   2.70   40.00
6’1  22.00   2.73   41.50
6’2  22.25   2.75   43.00
6’3  22.38   2.80   44.50
6’4  22.50   2.84   46.00
6’6  22.75   2.86   48.00

The RNF-’96  is based with reverence, but not 100% compliance, to 
the original “fish” we developed for Chris ‘n Cory in the year 
leading up to the 1997 seminal surf film, 5’5” x 19 1/4”...
The RNF-’96... Having shaped multiple variations of “fish” from fall 1994-1995, we had created a bit 
of momentum with the designs. Leading into Winter ’95/’96, we had refined a basic design where 
we were able fine tune, replicate and re-size the original RNF (by hand) with some consistency. We 
continued to build small quivers for both Chris Ward and Cory Lopez and sent them 
everywhere, with Cory taking various versions to each stop on WQS tour.

The RNF-’96 is based with reverence, but not 100% compliance, to original “fish” we developed for 
Chris and Cory in the year leading up to the 1997 seminal surf film 5’5” x 19 1/4”. While very few 
specimens from this era still exist (at least in our possession) and most that do are very thin and imper-
fect relics of Cory’s boards (we can’t find any of Chris’ from the era, at all) some of the re-creation and 
execution comes down to doing what looks and feels right ...and what will work best.

I’ve always felt the key difference between our RNF and the majority of others, from the 90’s and 
beyond, is the fact that our outline was always more based off of MR inspired, high performance, 
compettive minded, twin fins of the late 70’s/early 80’s. Relatively pulled in tails, developed through 
trial and error, for maximum performance and control...not just in small surf, but in all size and shape 
of waves.

For the sake of better surfboards, we’ve taken a touch of liberty. Based off the past 25 years of board 
building, we tried to create a consistent (and dare say better) surfboard, faithfully based off, but not 
necessarily exacting to the varied RNF of 1996. With diligent testing being done by many of our top 
team, including Kolohe, Coco, Ian Crane, Crosby Cola and other “guests” (and even pedestrian test-
ing by myself) in the last few months of 2020, we are very confident that the RNF-’96 will perform at 
and above expectations, as an all-around, rip-able fun machine, for a wide level of surfers.

Features

• Rocker: Remain engrained to the original proven curves.
• Bottom Contours: The classic single concave to double 

concave, accelerating vee combination are defining design 
elements.

• Outline curves: Both nose and tail were usually the same 
width at 12” and remain true, but with more precision, 

• including added curve and width around 6” from the tail. 
One “secret” about the original’s success was that, unlike 
most all other “fish” the tail width on ours was closer to that 
of a typical HP Shortboard. This allows much more control 
off the tail than typical fish designs.

• The Thickness Flow, Deckline, Rails, and Tail Foil: They were 
all over the map in those rudimentary hand shape days. 
Each board was different, with most of them having notice-
ably different curves and thickness from one rail to the other. 
In re-creating these boards, which one is correct? In the end, 
I went with gut feeling on what would work best.

now in...
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A short and sweet, psychedelic treat, from the mad (and sometimes 
masochistic) mind of Mason Ho. LITTLE WING is a playful performance 
shortboard, focused on fun, every day, small to mid-sized surf. Walking through 
the clouds, riding with the wind...Fly on LITTLE WING.

Designed and developed at his Psychedelic Majesties request, we started with one of 
Masons favorite, 5’6” Baby Buggy’s and built out from that chassis, retaining much of the 
elements that brought its small wave liveliness and re-worked it into something new and 
magical. Something to be experienced...

The LITTLE WING experience features:
• A short n wide outline, with plenty of speed generating and lift producing surface area, 

packed into a small but potent package.
• Low, speedy entry rocker, for fast, out of the gate, down the line speed. Relaxed curve 

through the center and a more than a fair bit of tail lift, for quick release snappiness too.
• Soft, round, forgiving, “bally” rails, up front and through the center, tapering into fast, 

hard edges and a thin boxy tail.
• An almost “exaggeratingly” deep concave through the center of the board and an even 

more pronounced double concave though the fins. The deepest overall concave in our 
line of performance boards. The concaves create lift and pop, bringing sub-par and soft, 
playful surf to life, to radically elevate your small wave experience.

• Increased thickness through the centerline, carried forward into the nose, for drive and 
• paddle- ability, with a moderately rolled deck, making for lower volume, soft, forgiving 

rails, designed for knifing in and carving 3D through the surface of the water.
• Featuring a slight double concave deck, in the tail, for Mason’s abhorrence of stick-on tail 

grips. The double concave deck gives added grip and a nice “broken in” feeling, right 
off the bat. Most people will still put a grip on, so we recommend one without an arch.

• Graphically, we abide by Mason’s vibe, as the freewheeling Voodoo Chile’ of surfing and 
we have packaged LITTLE WING up as an “Excuse me while I kiss the sky” psychedelic 
trip.

STOCK DIMS
5’2  18.00  2.20  22.00
5’4  18.25  2.25  23.00
5’5  18.40  2.28  24.00
5’6  18.63  2.32  25.00
5’7  18.88  2.36  26.00
58  19.13  2.38  27.00
5’9  19.38  2.42  28.25
5’10  19.63  2.45  29.50
5’11  19.88  2.50  31.00
6’0  20.13  2.53  32.00
6’1  20.38  2.56  33.00
6’2  20.50  2.60  34.50
6’3  20.75  2.65  36.00
6’4  21.00  2.70  37.50
6’6  21.50  2.75  40.00
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STOCK DIMS
5’0  18.00  2.20  22.00
5’2  18.50  2.25  24.00
5’3  18.75  2.28  25.00
5’4  19.00  2.30  26.25
5’5  19.25  2.34  27.50
5’6  19.50  2.37  28.75
5’7  19.75  2.40  30.00
5’8  20.00  2.44  31.00
5’9  20.25  2.45  32.00
5’10  20.50  2.50  33.50
5’11  20.75  2.54  35.00
6’0  21.00  2.56  36.50
6’1  21.25  2.63  38.00
6’2  21.50  2.66  39.50
6’3  21.63  2.72  41.00
6’4  21.75  2.75  43.00
6’6  22.00  2.82  45.00

The RETRO TRIPPER is inspired by the desire for a short and wide, with plenty of glide, fish 
alternative, for surfing punchy and powerful waves with confidence and control. It’s wide (Beaked) 
nose, winged pin tail, mellow retro-rocker, flat deck and steep downward rails, combined with 
Twin+1 fin set-up, excels in good waves, powerful waves, hollow waves, fast waves and big 
waves, but is still wide and skatey enough for every day fun. 

Developed in early 2021, first for myself as a board for smaller days on an early season Salina 
Cruz, March strike mission. My first one worked well, with room to improve, so I made another 
for April in The Mentawais, while back on the move.  At the same time, inspired by my own, we 
made a few more, for some team riders around home.  STAB Electric Acid came with a call, so we 
made two for the siblings Ho, glassed on fins and all.  From these early prototypes, feedback was 
made...and by July ’21, on the road to El Salvador…hoping they passed the grade.  With Coco 
Ho and Luke Davis as the ponies, we scored solid surf and realized The Retro Tripper was money! 

Based off the RetroRipper chassis, but significantly shorter (with lower entry rocker), thicker, wider 
and with a forward outline. RETRO TRIPPER is similar to our classic #MonkFish-round pin, ridden 
by Cory Lopez, in his seminal Skeleton Bay segment, from 5’5” Redux. The Flat deck, forward 
outline and foil, steep downward rails and wide outline make for a stable, easy paddling 
momentum making machine. The bottom curves, with a soft rolled vee up front, blending to the 
slightest of single concave though center and gradually receding to a double concaved vee in 
the tail, combine with a curvy tail rocker and wing enhanced reduction of surface area. These ele-
ments align for a forgiving and precise ride than negates the significant volume and allows nimble 
surfing and high speed and in critical sections. Whether tossed in the bag for a “TRIP”, paddled 
out for punchy local beach break mornings, or saved for lined up days at the closest pumping 
point break, the RETRO TRIPPER will deliver.

Glassed standard with single sided opaque laminations and minimalist logos, for a stylistically 
mellow 70’s gold than an in your face, 80’s bold.

OLIVE BLACK LT. BLUE GREY MOSS AVACADO
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STOCK DIMS
5’2  18.00  2.25  22.5 
5’3  18.25  2.28  23.50 
5’4  18.50  2.30  24.50 
5’5  18.75  2.32  25.50 
5’6  19.00  2.35  26.50 
5’7  19.25  2.38  27.55 
5’8  19.50  2.40  28.55 
5’9  19.75  2.44  29.95 
5’10  20.00  2.50  31.50 
5’11  20.25  2.55  33.00 
6’0  20.50  2.60  34.55 
6’1  20.75  2.64  36.00 
6’2  21.00  2.70  37.50 
6’3  21.25  2.72  39.00 
6’4  21.50  2.75  40.50 
6’5  21.75  2.80  42.25 
6’6  22.00  2.88  44.00

The PUDDLE JUMPER-PRO came to life as a 
challenge from our California sales rep (former 
World Tour surfer) Nate Yeomans. He and our 
General Manager, Ben Kelly (a skilled surfer 
himself) had been addicted to the PJHP the last 
couple years and wanted to re-visit and devel-
op it into something more.

Simply put, they said: “We want to stretch the PJHP into more of a shortboard, but have it still 
“skate” easily, like the original and still rip as a quad.” Both Nate and Ben ride the same 
5’6”x 20” 29.50-liter (stock dims) PJHP. We decided to start with the 5’6 and elongate to 
5’8”, narrow to 19.50”, pull in the nose and tail, then increase the nose rocker closer to that of 
a performance shortboard. We were careful to retain the exaggerated low tail rocker and deep, 
single concave to double concave, vee in the tail. That bottom combo is where the horsepower 
and control both come from.

The results are a forgiving football shaped outline that is very fast, yet free under foot, with the 
classic Puddle Jumper drive, the quick whip and forgiveness of a pulled in nose and the extra rail 
length to hold an arc, in longer, more critical carves and snaps.

now in...
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“Thinking back to each time I rode the Puddle Jumper-HP, I’d exit the water with a 
big smile. It’s been my favorite hybrid quad over the last couple years. As a 
longtime competitor, I still finish a session wondering...how could I have surfed 
better? With that mind-set, I challenged Matt (Biolos) to adapt the PJHP closer to 
a performance shortboard. A board that retains the Puddle Jumper’s speed and 
remains ridden as a quad but allows a higher level of Pro- formance. A board that 
will still push my middle age surfing to the level I’m capable of.

I was beyond stoked with the outcome and feel. From flying down the line to tight 
little pocket turns, it’s got that PJHP speed off the get go, but when you ask for 
more mojo, it gives it and then some. When people see it, they think it’s a 
shortboard, until they hold it in their hands and then they understand.

I’ve been riding the stock 5’8 from 1’ San-O, to double over head beach break 
barrels. The PUDDLE JUMPER-PRO adds a unique blend of speed, power, and 

flow... a recipe for success in any surfing arena.”

 -N8 Yeomans

 “For me, the PJHP was my go-to board for 90% 
of the days in our area (SoCal). It was my favorite 
board at the Waco wave pool and I even had a 
blast on it in smaller Indo waves.

It obviously worked amazing in sub-par surf, but 
I found myself riding it when the waves got good 
and I should be on more of a typical shortboard. 
I just knew I could throw it in my car, and it would 
work no matter what. Nate felt the same and 
started talking about stretching it into a bit more 
of a shortboard. It sounded good to me, but I did 
not expect it to translate so well. Since I got the 
PJ-Pro I haven’t been able to ride anything else. 
It’s got all of the small wave “skate” and speed 
that the PJHP has, but it holds a rail through turns 

like a shortboard.”

-Ben Kelly
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GLYDRA came to life as an idea from one of our partner retailers in New Jersey. While 
visiting and chasing hurricanes, in summer 2020, we spent an afternoon surfing with 
the crew from Heritage Surfboards. They mentioned the popularity of our recently 
released HYDRA. A small wave sea monster/miniscule-wave weapon that was catching 
on in their typically tiny surf. They talked about the growing interest and acceptance 
of the Mid-Length genre’ sweeping the nation.

The design started with a significantly longer board that would get up n go, could be moved up and 
down the wave, change directions quickly and feel “loose” in sub-par surf. A board that paddles 
and trims like an elongated glider, remains free and turns easily on the face and can even do full rail 
cutbacks in lifeless surf.... A mid-length Glider version of HYDRA...both functional and beautiful...and 
exude style. GLYDRA!

Meant to be ridden about 12” longer than you would HYDRA or other Fish, or even 12” taller than 
your own height, depending on skill level and preference. Sure, it paddles great and catches any 
wave with ease. Sure, you can trim along till the last bit of whitewater crumbles away onto the shore. 
But it still has to perform... We maintained many of HYDRA’S multiple magic making design 
elements, making both minor and major adjustments. We didn’t simply stretch it out and call it a day.

OLIVE BURGUNDY TAUPE STEEL BLUE LT BLUE KELP
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STOCK DIMS
6’2  19.50  2.50  32.50
6’4  20.00  2.56  35.25
6’6  20.50  2.63  38.00
6’7  20.75  2.66  39.50
6’8  21.00  2.70  41.00
6’9  21.25  2.72  42.50
6’10  21.50  2.75  44.00
6’11  21.63  2.80  45.50
7’0  21.75  2.84  47.00
7’1  21.88  2.85  48.00
7’2  22.00  2.88  49.50
7’3  22.13  2.92  51.00
7’4  22.25  2.95  52.50
7’5  22.38  2.96  53.50
7’6  22.50  3.00  55.00
7’7  22.63  3.00  56.00
7’8  22.75  3.03  57.50

• Outline: We retained, but reduced the intensity, of the snowboard influenced “Pelagic” 
side- cut outline. The side-cut locks in during carves and shortens the radius of turns, 
while both gaining speed and maintaining control.

• Bottom contours: GLYDRA still feature the double concave inside a single concave 
hull, with noticeable chined releases along the rail. The triple concave allows the use 
of more overall rocker, which encourages proper turning and more vertical surfing. The 
concave cut through this rocker, adding lift and speed. The heavily chined rails add 
release and frees up the board to roll from rail to rail. The chines make 3D rail surfing 
more possible on a concave bottom, high volume board...allowing much more than 
simply skating fast on the surface.

• Rocker: As pre-mentioned, the main thing we did is really make sure we increased the 
overall rocker enough as the boards grew in length. Especially under the feet, through 
the mid-section of the board, allowing the longer rail line to fit in the curve of smaller 
waves and keep the board feeling free . When riding longer boards, the main thing 
most surfers experience is the board feels “stiff”, or sticky.

• Dual Diamond tail: A defining feature. It melds the characteristics of both swallow 
and diamond tails. A notched-out stringer shortens the centerline rocker and reduces      
surface area behind the rear foot. The double diamonds shorten the rail line, making 
quick and powerful, controlled turns, much more manageable. For GLYDRA, we have 
noticeably pulled the tail in the last 18”, adding more curve in the outline, so less rail 
is engaged in the wave face at one time, allowing the board to be turned and ridden 
freely, even when standing forward without the rear foot planted on the tail.

• Deck-line and foil: Updated to better suit a longer board, rather than a short, stubby 
one. GLYDRA retains a thicker center line, that grows with length, but the deck roll has 
been increased, using far more taper and thinner rails than the HYDRA. This allows 
the deck line to more closely follow the curve of the rail rocker. When put on a rail, the    
water rolling across the deck helps the longer board cut back and carve tighter turns. 
The tapered rails permeate the water more easily and retain a preferred sensitivity. The 
tail is thin, somewhat boxy and features a noticeable “kick” or bend upward, through 
the fins, further freeing up GLYDRA as a trim and turn machine.

• Fins: We’ve retained HYDRA’S 5-fin set up. No need for a single fin box on this wide tail, 
but most other fin set ups can be dialed in to offer a myriad of methods to ride, glide 
and even rip GLYDRA.

FIN SETUPS

 » A small set of Thrusters- to jam turns and hit the lip.
 » A Split Keel Quad- for down the line speed and carves.A large set of Twins 

+ small trailer- especially in small surf.
 » Large Twins with a smaller set of rear mini quads-making for a Twin/Quad 

combo that blends the best of both Two+1 and Quad set ups.
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Tested and proven in powerful surf around the world, by WCT surfers such as Olympians, Kolohe 
Andino, Carissa Moore and Caroline Marks, as well as Griffin Colapinto, Yago Dora and free 
surfers like Mason Ho and Ian Crane and up-n-comers like Crosby Colapinto and Eli Hanniman. It’s 
a one stop shop, for the needs of our entire team.

The STEP-DRIVER allows surfers to ride larger, more powerful and more challenging waves, as if 
they were head high and playful, on a board that is usually only 1-2” longer than their everyday 
board. Anyone with a Driver 2.0 in their quiver (or similar high-performance shortboard), who is 
looking for that perfect board to transition to when the waves get special (or if you’re lucky to 
live somewhere like Hawaii or Indo, where these waves are the norm) will be pleased to have the 
STEP-DRIVER in their arsenal.

Developed specifically with our elite team, the 
STEP-DRIVER is a board that all our top- level 
surfers have been riding in comps, while traveling, or 
surfing solid waves at home, for the last couple of years. 

Simply put, the STEP-DRIVER is a high-performance step-up, directly evolved from the Driver 2.0.

Designed for the highest level of performance surfing, in the type of real waves, where critical 
maneuvers and tube riding meet. Meant to be ridden 1-2” (or more, if customized) longer, similar 
width and a bit thicker, than a Driver 2.0 or similar HP shortboard, the STEP-DRIVER rides like a 
seamless transition from your everyday board, without sacrificing performance for control.

KOLOHE ANDINO
6’0   19.00   2.44   29.25
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STOCK DIMS
5’8  18.32 2.30 25.00
5’9  18.44 2.30  25.25 (Mason)  
5’9  18.50  2.33  26.00
5’10  18.50  2.34  26.50 (Carissa)  
5’10  18.63  2.37  27.00
5’11  18.75  2.38  28.00
6’0  18.88  2.40  28.75 (Griffin)  
6’0  19.00  2.44  29.25 (Kolohe)  
6’1  19.13  2.45  30.00
6’2  19.38  2.50  31.25
6’3  19.56  2.56  32.75
6’4  19.75  2.60  34.00
6’5  19.88  2.66  35.50
6’6  20.00  2.70  36.75

BRO DIMS
5’10  18.88  2.50  29.00
5’11  19.13  2.55  30.25
6’0  19.38  2.60  33.75
6’1  19.50  2.63  32.75 
6’2  19.63  2.66  34.00 
6’3  19.75  2.70  35.00 
6’4  20.00  2.75  36.50 
6’5  20.25  2.78  37.75 
6’6  20.38  2.82  39.00 
6’8  20.50  2.90  41.50
6’10  20.63  2.95  43.50

CROSBY COLAPINTO
6’2  19.00   2.38   29.50

CARISSA MOORE
5’10   18.50   2.34   26.50

GRIFFIN COLAPINTO
6’0   18.88   2.40   28.75



16Photos: Alan Vangysen
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EXACTA SIZES
5’9 18.63 2.28 25.30
5’10.5 18.88 2.32   26.7 Mick Dims 
5’11.5 19.00 2.38 28.25 Julian Dims
6’0 19.25 2.50 29.75  Dane Dims
6’1 19.25  2.56  31.50
6’2.5 19.38  2.63   33.00  Jordy Dims

“As soon as I 
jumped on this, 
everything felt 
connected. I 
was impressed 
- best Mayhem 
I’ve ever had...
and I’ve had 
a lot.”

-Mick Fanning
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SQUASH DIMS
4’10 16.75  2.00  16.9
5’0 17.00  2.03  17.95
5’1 17.13  2.06  18.65
5’2 17.25  2.10  19.45
5’3 17.50  2.13  20.25
5’4 17.75  2.15  21.25
5’5 18.00 2.18 22.05
5’6 18.13 2.20 22.95
5’7 18.32 2.25 23.95
5’8 18.50 2.28 24.95
5’9 18.63 2.32 25.95
5’10 18.75 2.36 26.95
5’11 19.00 2.38 27.95
6’0 19.18 2.40 28.95
6’1 19.38 2.45 30.05
6’2 19.50 2.50 31.40
6’3 19.63 2.53 32.40
6’4 19.75 2.56 33.35
6’5 19.88 2.63 34.95
6’6 20.00 2.66 36.00

ROUND DIMS
4’10 16.75 2.00 17.00
5’0 17.00 2.06 18.25
5’2 17.38 2.10 19.75
5’3 17.50 2.10 20.25
5’4 17.75 2.13 21.20
5’5 18.00 2.18 22.20
5’6 18.13 2.20 23.00
5’7 18.32 2.25 24.00
5’8 18.50 2.28 25.00
5’9 18.63 2.32 25.90
5’10 18.75 2.35 26.95
5’11 19.00 2.38 27.90
6’0 19.18 2.40 28.90
6’1 19.38 2.44 30.00
6’2 19.50 2.50 31.40
6’3 19.63 2.53 32.45
6’4 19.75 2.56 32.55
6’5 19.88 2.63 34.95
6’6 20.00 2.66 36.10
6’8 20.25 2.75 38.75

Designed through direct feedback and ongoing refinement with rigorous testing from our pinnacle team riders,  
specifically Kolohe Andino and Griffin Colapinto, as well as Carissa Moore and young Caroline Marks. The DRIVER 
2.0 is a direct reflection of what our team has pushed us to create, to keep up with their pinnacle performance surfing 
demands. Over the last two years, since the last iteration of the DRIVER (in early 2017), there has been a constant, 
almost monthly refinement, of fine tuning and adjustments to keep up with the evolvement of modern performance 
surfing.  We’ve literally made Griffin and Kolohe hundreds of DRIVERS in that time, with subtle, ongoing edits and 
tweaks. The good news is that this evolution also benefits the every-day surfer.

• Wider nose outline in the forward 18”, for more front foot drive and speed, down the line and through 
carving turns.  This also creates a stable platform for the front foot, when landing reverse and fin free tail 
wafts.

• Thicker along the center with a more pronounced “vee” deck and low, yet forgiving rails = More         
paddle power and drive, but still sensitive, with the ability to engage the rail for 3-dimensional surfing. 
This added thickness does not feel “corky”.

• Thinner, yet more boxy rails through the tail for quick reaction from heel to toe and holding in while slicing 
through high speed carves.

• More rail rocker through the tail, creating more curve and a deeper concave under the rear foot = More 
POP, high speed, short radius arcs and vertical pocket surfing off the tail.

The DRIVER 2.0 is the continuing evolution of our 
most proven and popular Pro-formance Short-
board. 

now in...
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PRO  DIMS
5’4 18.00 2.15 22.00
5’5 18.25 2.18 23.00
5’6 18.38 2.22 24.00
5’7 18.50 2.25 25.00
5’8 18.75 2.30 26.25
5’9 19.00 2.32 27.25
5’10 19.25 2.35 28.25
5’11 19.38 2.38 29.25
6’0 19.50 2.40 30.25
6’1 19.75 2.44 31.50
6’2 20.00 2.50 33.00
6’3 20.25 2.53 34.25
6’4 20.50 2.55 35.50
6’5 20.75 2.63 37.50
6’6 21.00 2.70 39.50

BRO  DIMS
5’4 18.25 2.22 23.10
5’5 18.50 2.25 24.10
5’6 18.63 2.28 25.10
5’7 18.75 2.32 26.00
5’8 19.00 2.35 27.25
5’9 19.25 2.40 28.50
5’10 19.50 2.44 30.00
5’11 19.75 2.45 31.00
6’0 20.00 2.50 32.00
6’1 20.25 2.53 33.25
6’2 20.50 2.60 35.00
6’3 20.75 2.63 36.75
6’4 21.00 2.66 38.50
6’5 21.25 2.75 40.50
6’6 21.50 2.80 42.00

Since its inception, each version of the SUB DRIVER has remained our most successful, small wave 
competition surfboard.  Over the last year, the latest version to be a rider favorite is the wide, round “Thumb” 
tail.  Developed closely with both Griffin Cola and Yago Dora, for small wave comps, both surfers rode SUB 
DRIVER 2.0 “Thumb” tails to great success at this years SurfRanch Pro. Yago nailing  the two highest scoring 
lefts of the event and Griffin securing  a significant 3rd place finish.

More recently, I surprised Kolohe, with a little 5’9”, extra wide (19.50) and volume packed (2.50” x 30liters) 
version of the new “Thumb” tail, as well.  Upon riding, he was instantly enamored and immediately 
ordered a full quiver of them. Using one to rip through multiple hi-light heats during the 2021 Olympics. Our 
top three men’s WCT team riders were all going “Thumb crazy”. 

Developed in the soft peeling points of San Clemente, the SUB DRIVER 2.0 “Thumb” loves small to 
average surf and excels in mushy points, or weak, broken up beach breaks. The thumb tail remains wide under 
the back foot, but the outline pulls in the few inches, to reduce surface area behind the dot, lending more 
control and encourages precise surfing. 

The SUB DRIVER 2.0 “Thumb” was developed for competitors, but actually transitions perfectly…perhaps 
even better for, everyday surfers. It was derived for the Pros, yet itis perfect for the “Bros”. The full nose and 
new, wide round, “Thumb” tail, combined with the low tail rocker, quick release, rear vee and 
generous volume, allow the SUB DRIVER 2.0 to easily be ridden 2” shorter than a DRIVER 2.0 or similar perfor-
mance shortboard, yet still maintain control and precision in a wide variety of waves. 

Based off of feedback and design direction from 
our highest level team riders, the SUB DRIVER 2.0 
has evolved to feature an all new “Thumb” tail. 

YAGO DORA

5’10  19.25   2.44   29.50

GRIFFIN COLAPINTO

5’10  19.00   2.38   28.50

now in...
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“Uber” means excessive, beyond, and above all.  The Uber Driver is just that. Excessive fun, beyond 
expectations and above all - a great everyday surfboard.  It’s designed to further blend barriers 
between hybrids and Pro-Formance Surfboards.

Based off Team rider and overall feedback over the course of 2018, we fine-tuned, updated and 
evolved the original UBER DRIVER.  The general consensus being that the original UBER DRIVER 
needed a decent wave to come to life, almost like a high-performance short board, but the team 
wanted a small wave speed machine.  A toy for going mad in less than stellar surf.  Blowing off 
steam.  The team spoke, and we listened.  The results have netted a flatter, fatter, faster, and funner 
small wave flying machine.  Mason Ho and Ian Crane both rode the updated new UBER DRIVER to 
the final of the “STAB HIGH” Wave Pool event.  Michael Rodrigues and Yago Dora are both calling 
the New UBER DRIVER-19 their all-time favorite alternative shape.  Wider nose and tail, with a 
slightly lower overall rocker, and with more emphasis on small subpar surf (when our team, and most 
who ride “Pro-Formance” style boards, would actually want to use the UBER DRIVER).

Uber-ripping fun for everyone.

STOCK DIMS
5’4 18.25 2.25 24.00
5’5 18.50 2.28 25.00
5’6 18.63 2.32 26.00
5’7 18.75 2.35 27.00
5’8 19.00 2.38 28.25
5’9 19.25 2.40 29.25
5’10 19.50 2.45 30.75
5’11 19.75 2.48 32.00
6’0 20.00 2.50 33.50
6’1 20.25 2.55 34.50
6’2 20.38 2.56 35.50
6’3 20.50 2.63 37.00
6’4 20.75 2.65 38.50
6’5 20.88 2.70 40.00
6’6 21.00 2.75 41.50
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For the guy who knows how to surf, prefers a modern Pro-Formance rocker, but needs a bit of help 
in the crowded line ups and sloppy surf.  Flatter, faster (slightly fatter) and funner.  You won’t have a 
bummer…Winter, Spring, Fall or Summer.

By popular demand!  When developing the UBER DRIVER, we overlooked the “Domesticated and 
distinguished Gentlemen”...aka bigger boys...My bad!  Not anymore.  The UBER-XL is just as the 
name says:  A scaled up version of the recently re-vamped UBER DRIVER.  The UBER DRIVER-XL is 
designed for bigger or Domesticated surfers, as well as intermediate surfers looking for a stepping 
stone to a more performance type of surfboard.  The rocker, outline and bottom curves are 
performance minded, and directly off the standard UBER DRIVER (which in turn came from the 
Sub-Driver).  We then enlarged the dimensions and carried the thickness flow forward.  The deck has 
been adjusted to a flatter, more stable platform, with a low apex tapered rail, that hides the volume, 
and still permeates the water in turns.  For the guy who knows how to surf, prefers a modern 
Pro-Formance rocker, but needs a bit of help in the crowded line ups and sloppy surf.  Flatter, faster 
(slightly fatter) and funner.  

You won’t have a bummer… Winter, Spring, Fall or Summer.

STOCK DIMS
5’4 18.75 2.30 25.25
5’5 19.00 2.32 26.25
5’6 19.25 2.35 27.50
5’7 19.50 2.38 28.50 
5’8 19.75 2.42 30.00
5’9 20.00 2.45 31.50
5’10 20.25 2.50 33.00 
5’11 20.38 2.56 34.50
6’0 20.50 2.62 36.00
6’1 20.75 2.69 38.00
6’2 21.00 2.75 40.00
6’3 21.25 2.77 41.50
6’4 21.50 2.80 43.00
6’5 21.63 2.80 44.00
6’6 21.75 2.85 45.00
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STOCK DIMS
4’6  17.00  2.05  17.00
4’7  17.13  2.08  17.75
4’8  17.25  2.13  18.50
4’9  17.38  2.15  19.25
4’10  17.50  2.18  20.00
4’11  17.63  2.20  20.75
5’0  17.75  2.22  21.50
5’1  17.88  2.25  22.25
5’2  18.00  2.28  23.00

The #UBER_Grom retains all the easy riding, easy paddling performance that made the 
UberDiver and UberXL so popular for grown ups and scales it is a down for kids. Why let the 
adults have all the easy riding fun?!

With developing young surfers in mind (not coached up, high level contest rippers) I went 
work with my son, River, a moderately skilled 10 y/o, to make every day waves and crowded 
conditions a bit more fun and inviting and allow natural progression to evolve. The wider plan 
shape, low entry rocker and fuller volume, make for a more forgiving board to build skills on. To 
maintain performance and control, we added an aggressive kick in the tail and a pronounced 
bump/wing in the outline. These elements combine to create a more open “Sweet spot” 
where kids can stand and still crank proper turns.

The #UBER_Grom is Uber fun for kids transitioning from soft tops or oversized every level 
boards, but still struggling to consistently control and perform on a full HP Shortboard. It’s also 
become a very functional “grovel” board for some of our elite level kids. In areas plagued with 
consistently minuscule waves, the UberGrom is better choice for even higher level rippers. 
Meant to be ridden at the kids same hight, for modest skill level, gradually becoming shorter 
as the groms skills and hight grows. River started on a 4’9”, when he stood 4’9” and now at 
almost 4’11” tall ( with increased skills) still loves the same 4’9”.
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STOCK DIMS
4’8 16.50 1.96 16.00
4’9 16.63 1.96 16.50
4’10 16.75 2.00 17.00
4’11 16.88 2.00 17.55
5’0 17.00 2.03 18.00
5’1 17.13 2.06 18.75
5’2 17.25 2.10 19.50
5’3 17.50 2.13 20.50
5’4 17.75 2.15 21.15
5’5 18.00 2.18 22.50
5’6 18.18 2.22 23.50

The DRIVER 2.OGrom is exactly as the name implies. Our flagship Pro-formance shortboard, proportionately 
down sized, for little shredders on the rise.  Retaining all the performance characteristics of the full size DRIV-
ER 2.0, but reduced to sizes 5’5” and under. 

We’ve worked closely with a crew of young international surfers, to fine tune this fabulous little rip stick. 
Starting with years of development, working with Eli Hanniman and Winter Vincent, then onto the likes Erin 
Brooks, Cannon Carr, Sawyer Linblad, Rex Hennings, AllDayDylan, Rajo Barrel, Kai and Hans Odriozola, Luke 
and Alana Lopez, Kaia Howard, Rico Haybittle and more. 

Not to say that the DRIVER2.OGrom is only for top level shred heads. 

We offer two separate size scales: 

• “GromPro” dims: Based closely off sizing and volume of high level, accomplished, competitive kids, 
whose ability equates minimalist foam to body weight ratio, allowing them to push their surfing to elite 
levels. 

• -“Developing” dims: For kids who aren’t completely ripping, but ride are riding performance boards and 
developing the skills to grow into solid surfers. These boards have more generous width, thickness and 
overall volume. They feature more foam up front, for easier paddling, forgiveness in maneuvers and gen-
erating speed. Working with my son, River, we  sneakily and smoothly blend the deck and rail volume to 
“hide” the extra foam and retain the sensitivity and responsiveness of narrower, thinner boards  

Groms wanna rip!  …and this is the stick!
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“Before mass media marketeers played Hypto-Crypto with your mind, making you believe in the 
Sci-Fi that Ghosts and Monstas were more than just Average Joes, Diving through Dumpsters along the 
Seaside... there was The ROCKET!... and we ain’t talking 9 or Wide.  Before Instagram and the endless 
charade of social media surfboard model marketing melted our minds, real word of mouth made one 
little board iconic throughout the surfing world…. The ROCKET. “

Birthed from a broken blank and the brains of Beschen (Shane) and Budroe, the original Rocket was to 
simply be a board for baby Beschen (Noah) to learn on. Once ridden by Shane, everything changed, and 
he felt compelled to bring us his fabulous find to be refined.  As we started fine tuning and building them 
for the boys, we knew we had something special.  Fast forward a year, and the 2009 video release of 
“5’5 Redux”.  The ROCKET was a star of the show, ridden by a parade of guest rippers cutting loose on 
the little weapon.  From Bros to Pros, The ROCKET was soon a global hit, being enjoyed by surfers of all 
shapes, sizes and skill sets.  Now, more than a decade after its initial release, the ROCKET returns.  

We’ve strived to retain all the original ROCKET design details and magic: The extremely low and fast 
entry rocker, counterbalanced by a hyper-extended tail curve, for instantaneous down the line drive and 
playfully precise turning. The wide tail and parallel, bullet like, outline provides plenty of speed and hold. 
The hooked diamond “Rocket” tail adds bite and hold in firm, rear footed carves. 

While the ROCKET REDUX stays true to the original ROCKET, to bring a serious performance boost 
we’ve: Refined and cleaned curves, made the rails a bit more refined, and updated some details just 
enough to keep up with the things we’ve learned since.

STOCK DIMS
5’0 17.75 2.13 20.75
5’2 18.00 2.20 22.50
5’3 18.25 2.23 23.50
5’4 18.50 2.25 24.50
5’5 18.75 2.32 25.75
5’6 19.00 2.34 27.00
5’7 19.25 2.37 28.00
5’8 19.50 2.38 29.00
5’9 19.75 2.45 30.50 
5’10 20.00 2.50 32.00 
5’11 20.25 2.54 33.50 
6’0 20.50 2.60 35.00 
6’1 20.75 2.64 36.50 
6’2 21.00 2.67 38.00 
6’3 21.25 2.70 39.50 
6’4 21.50 2.75 41.00 
6’6 22.00 2.80 44.00 

WIDE DIMS
5’5 19.00 2.38 26.75
5’6 19.38 2.40 28.25
5’7 19.63 2.44 29.25
5’8 19.88 2.45 30.25  
5’9 20.13 2.50 31.75 
5’10 20.38 2.56 33.25
5’11 20.63 2.60 34.75
6’0 20.88 2.66 36.50
6’1 21.25 2.75 39.25
6’2   21.50 2.88 41.50
6’3   21.63   2.82   42.25
6’4   22.88   2.84   43.75

now in...
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STOCK DIMS
5’2 18.50 2.20 23.50 
5’4 18.63 2.25 25.00
5’5 18.75 2.30 26.00
5’6 19.00 2.33 27.00
5’7 19.25 2.38 28.50
5’8 19.50 2.40 29.50
5’9 19.75 2.45 31.00
5’10 20.00 2.50 32.50
5’11 20.25 2.55 34.00
6’0 20.50 2.60 35.50
6’1 20.75 2.63 37.00
6’2 21.00 2.66 38.00
6’3 21.25 2.70 40.00
6’4 21.50 2.75 41.50
6’6 21.75 2.80 43.95

EXACTA DIMS
5’6 18.75 2.30 26.00  (Mason Ho)
5’7 18.88 2.32 27.50  (Team Exacta)
5’8 19.00 2.35 28.00 (Griffin Colapinto)
5’9 19.25 2.38 29.00 (Kolohe Andino)
5’10 19.50 2.44 30.00 (Nate Yeomans)

The SWORDFISH is precisely as the name implies:  A furiously fast Pelagic fish, aggressive, with a wide 
powerful tail, and a long-pointed nose. Designed at the request of (and direction from) Kolohe Andino, 
as an extension of his favorite RNF-Retro. Kolohe surfed his little neon RNF-Retro better than I’d ever 
seen anyone surf any fish in small Trestles waves. Inspired, yet not satisfied, he came to me wanting to 
create something even better. With the gauntlet laid, we went to work and to do just that. Starting with 
Kolohe’s magic little 5’6” RNF-Retro we added 3” of length, by extending the nose, pulling it in and 
added some gradual nose rocker.  We also narrowed the entire board a bit and pulled the tail in just 
slightly, retaining the double side-cut ”Pelagic” outline.  We kept the tail rocker and bottom curves the 
same but blended the rails a bit more. 

The end result being a 5’9” 19.25” 2.38” little speedster, reminiscent of a classic, Clyde Beatty 
“Rocket-Fish”. We documented Kolohe’s first surf on our first attempt, and knew we were onto 
something. “I love it.  It might be the best alternative board I’ve ever ridden.  Let’s make it a model!”. 
So we did…. Kolohe Andino’s SWORDFISH:  A fast, aggressive and powerful predatory “Fish”, with a 
longer, pointed nose, side cut “Pelagic” outline, wide fish tail and ridiculously fast rocker.

“Fast, precise, playful and just plain fun, the SwordFish is fast paddling, easy to ride, iconic, every day, 
speed burning, pocket turning, no need for good waves yearning, bullet of a board for everyone.”

“I love that little Retro-fish. It works way better than 
I ever would have thought, but I can’t get my head 
completely around that short little nose.  I really want 
that fish with a longer, more pulled nose.  Make it about 
5’9”, so it feels more like a real shortboard up front... 
a bit narrower overall.  I want a longer rail, with more 
drive off my front foot.  More power, a bit stiffer, more 
aggressive and even faster.  Ridiculously fast.”- KA
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STOCK DIMS
 5’0  19.50  2.25  25.25
5’1  19.63  2.25  26.00
5’2  19.75  2.32  27.25
5’3  20.00  2.32  28.25
5’4  20.25  2.35  29.25
5’5  20.50  2.38  30.25
5’6  20.75  2.40  32.00
5’7  20.88  2.40  33.00
5’8  21.00  2.45  34.00
5’9  21.25  2.50  35.50
5’10  21.50  2.50  37.00
5’11 21.75  2.56  39.00
6’0  22.00  2.63  40.50
6’1  22.00  2.66  41.75
6’2  22.25  2.70  43.50 

The RNF-RETRO is our latest spin on the always evolving #RoundNoseFish.  It features noticeable 
elements from the purist (mostly San Diego influenced) evolution of wide, split tailed “Fish” and smashes 
them together with much of what I have learned in nearly 25 years of shaping and riding the RNF.  First 
off, the tail is wide for that effortless glide and retro vibe.  Coming in at over 10” from tip to tip, and 4” 
deep, it’s the deepest and widest split tail we’ve released.  The board prominently features a 
snowboard-esque, double side cut outline.  Strongly influenced by years of snowboarding, and then 
seeing the boards of underground SD shapers like Mirandon, Lis, Frye, Caster, and Pavel, we first 
developed and released our double side cut on the “Pelagic” model in the late 2000’s.  Like with a 
snowboard, the sidecut “grips” the riding surface and allows for more radical, tighter radius direction 
changes on wider, otherwise difficult to turn sharply, outlines and flat rockers.  The side cuts hook into 
the wave face and turns surprisingly sharp, without the usual drift or skip or slip, associated with common 
wide tail fish shapes.  Staying with the fishy retro vibe, the #RNF-RETRO features a very flat deck with a 
defined, steeply angled rail, but tucked under soft into the bottom.  The flat deck allows the board to be 
ridden thinner, which enables more flex.   

The RNF-RETRO is flat up front with the slightest of single concave through the center, and a spiral vee 
from the fins back.  This equates to a fast, yet precise and comfortable, familiar ride, without sacrificing 
glide.  Keels are fast and fun, but Split Keels perform better.  The RNF-RETRO is designed to be ridden 
with Split Keels, or a Twin + Two (small trailers) Quad setup.  We created a special subdued, era remi-
niscent, model specific logo just for this board.  The RNF-RETRO is built standard with #SonOfCobra 
designed Tints and Opaque Resin craftwork for that proper look and feel.  Like a beautiful vintage hotrod 
souped up with a modern brand-new engine, transmission, and suspension.  Now you can have your cool 
and rip it too.

The RNF-RETRO is a Groovy Smooth 
Glide Vibe - meets proven Mayhem 
#Pro-formance.  Like a beautiful Vintage 
Hotrod, souped up with a modern 
brand-new Engine and transmission, it’s 
the best of both worlds.

Mason Ho     Photo: Rory Pringle      
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The California Twin is a Modern, single to double concave, twin + trailer “Fish”, based 
off MR’s most popular modern shortboard...The SuperTwin. Mark allowed me the 
honor of tweaking his iconic #SuperTwin model to create a modern, user friendly, 
small wave weapon. We dramatically lowered the entry rocker, widened the nose 
and tail block, and added a couple inches of width to the overall outline, giving gobs 
of glide in gutless surf.  We flattened the deck for stability, but retained MR’s classic 
speedy, down soft rails and his modern performance tail rocker…Ensuring it still turns 
proper and precise. Flat where it needs to be, but still curvy in the right spots, and 
skates along but still turns in tight spots. This is a Fish that you can grovel the small 
stuff, but still really rip on.  Pictured with hand airbrushed rails from @artbyryder, re-
flecting Mark’s classic color scheme, with a youthful flair.

STOCK DIMS
5’2  19.00  2.25  24.00
5’4  19.50  2.28  26.00
5’5  19.75  2.30  27.00
5’6  20.00  2.36  28.50
5’7  20.25  2.42  30.00
5’8  20.50  2.50  32.00
5’9  20.75  2.54  33.50
5’10  21.00  2.60  35.00
5’11  21.25  2.63  36.50
6’0  21.50  2.70  38.50
6’1  21.75  2.73  40.00
6’2  22.00  2.77  41.50
6’3  22.00  2.77  42.25
6’4  22.00  2.80  43.00

now in...
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The RETRO RIPPER is a scaled down version of the Retro gun, with a wider, more playful, winged, 
round pin tail.  Designed as an everyday utility board to semi-step up.  The target surfer for this 
board is once again the guy who tends to rides wider, thicker, high volume, relaxed rocker boards in 
small, daily surf…and struggles to find a suitable board for bigger, better, or more challenging days. 
Very well suited for solid East Coast hurricane and winter swells, crowded head high beach breaks, 
long winding points and really excels in strong offshore winds, or choppy, windy conditions.  
 
Similar features to the RetroGun:

• Flat, stable deck with full, steep, low apex rails = Paddle power and edge control.
• Low entry rocker with accelerated tail rocker. Fast out the gate, yet turns tight in the pocket.
• Rolled vee in nose, flat under front foot, and a deep double concave vee cutting through the tail 

rocker. Slice though windchop and allow the higher volume to sit low in the water.
• Winged round pin tail =  A release point to keep the board loose. It quickens up turns in       

moderate surf, without being detrimental in larger waves.  
• The overall look, feel and vibe is once again very reminiscent of boards I built for myself (and a 

few brave friends) in the ‘80’s, for surfing in better days from Trestles to Salt Creek, and down to 
Mexico.  

A very user-friendly board, suited for surfers looking for a fast, fun, easy to paddle, alternative, that 
really works best when most hybrids are reaching their effective wave size limits. Adding to the fun, 
the RetroRipper comes standard with era specific, vintage ‘80’s “Mayhem”, …Lost spiral and rail 
logos.

STOCK DIMS
5’6 18.38 2.32 26.00 
5’8 18.63 2.34 27.50 
5’9 18.88 2.36 28.50 
5’10 19.00 2.38 29.50 
5’11 19.25 2.45 31.00
6’0 19.38 2.50 32.25
6’1 19.50 2.53 33.50 
6’2 19.75 2.56 34.75 
6’3 19.88 2.60 36.00 
6’4 20.13 2.66 38.00 
6’5 20.25 2.75 40.00 
6’6 20.50 2.80 41.75 
6’8 21.00 2.80 44.00 

A great travel board, that can handle some 
size, and a wide variety of conditions. 

Taj Burrow     Photo: John Respondek 
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The RAD RIPPER is the latest in our “Post Modern Retro” collection.  A spin off from the Retro Ripper, 
but scaled for small, sub-par, every day surfing.

Starting with the Retro Ripper, I lowered the entry rocker a bit (for fast paddle, early entry, easy glide 
and quickness out the gate), and replaced the speed controlling round tail with a wide, planing squash 
tail.  Lots of lift and surface area for small surf.  As a child of ‘80’s surfing, I’ve always been enamored by 
the ease of use from that era’s performance short boards.  The RAD RIPPER retains a noticeably healthy 
amount of tail rocker, cut through by an aggressive double concave, adding even more lift and squirt 
under the rear foot.  Super-fast, forgiving, user friendly retro fun, featuring modern updates and 
improvements, suitable for almost anyone.

Highlighted features include:

• Flat, stable deck, with steep, low apex, tucked soft rails.
• Slight vee in nose into a shallow single  concave, into a deep double concave vee, for both speed 

and control.
• Wide, stable squash tail, glides across anything, and holds speed through turns, even in small     

summer slop.
• Forward thickness flow, with wedged “beak” nose, for drive and paddle -ability.

STOCK DIMS
5’2 18.00 2.18 23.00 
5’3 18.25 2.22 24.00
5’4 18.50 2.25 25.00
5’5 18.75 2.27 26.00
5’6 19.00 2.30 27.25
5’7 19.25 2.32 28.25
5’8 19.50 2.35 29.25
5’9 19.75 2.38 30.50
5’10 20.00 2.40 31.50
5’11 20.25 2.44 33.00
6’0 20.50 2.50 34.50
6’1 20.75 2.54 36.00
6’2 21.00 2.56 37.50
6’3 21.25 2.60  39.00
6’4 21.50 2.64 40.50
6’5 21.63 2.70 42.25
6’6 21.75 2.75 43.50

“From T-Street to Skeleton Bay, the Rad Ripper handles 
anything! Mason Ho, Luke Davis, Kolohe A and Koa 
Smith all dropped awesome edits on The Rad Ripper,  as 
it rapidly rose to a team fave and made customers rave. 
The Rad Ripper is the board of choice if serious fun is 
what you crave.”

Mason Ho    Photo: Pete Frieden

now in...
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The SMOOTH OPERATOR is a trim and turn machine.  
High volume, low rails and tons of fun.  We’ve souped 
them up with a 4+1 fin set up,  offering a myriad of 
options and performance characteristics. 

STOCK DIMS
6’6 20.50   2.65   38.50 
6’7   20.63   2.68   39.75 
6’8   20.75   2.70   40.75 
6’9   20.88   2.75   42.25 
6’10   21.00   2.75   43.25 
6’11   21.13   2.75   44.25
7’0   21.25   2.82   46.25
7’2   21.50   2.88   48.50 
7’4   21.63   2.92   50.50 
7’6   21.75   2.96   53.00 
7’8   21.88   3.00   55.00 
7’10   22.00   3.00   57.00 
8’0   22.00   3.06   59.00

The SMOOTH OPERATOR is our modern twist on the classic mid-length, double ender. I’ve become more 
interested in not only designing and building this genre of board, but also inspired to really learn how to 
ride them. It was sparked by previous dalliances with mid-length, semi-performance boards, like the “Lazy 
Toy” and “EZ-UP”. These boards, with their Wayne Lynch/Evolution inspired vee bottoms and rounded 
noses, were forgiving and easy to ride, but essentially glorified fun boards. More recently, we developed 
the Crowd Killer, more of an over inflated pump and rip stick, with its hyper extended nose rocker and 
equally aggressive tail rocker. While high volume and performance minded, the Crowd Killer does not 
possess the effortless glide and horizontal trim of a classic mid length. The SMOOTH OPERATOR does. 
Built around an exaggeratedly low entry rocker, forward wide point and thickness flow, and a nose and 
tail that measure the same width at both 12” and 24”, the SMOOTH OPERATOR paddles and glides like 
nothing ever adorned with a …Lost or Mayhem logo. That’s not to say it doesn’t turn though!

After riding, dissecting and assessing some contemporary and classic mid lengths currently available, I 
concluded they all could use a bit more tail rocker! The SMOOTH OPERATOR has just that. A generous 
(dare say extreme) tail rocker, bends upward in the rear third of the board, cut through by deep double 
concave vee panels, and speed enhancing low down-rails. The SMOOTH OPERATOR is a trim and turn 
machine. High volume, low rails and tons of fun. We’ve souped them up with a 4+1 fin set up. 4 x FCS2 or 
Future fin boxes, and one 8” single fin box, which offers a myriad of options and performance 
characteristics. Quad, Twin + Stabilizer, Single +/- side bites, or even Thruster, the options and alignments 
are endless. Built with 4ply, dark wood stringers, and a light weight, resin tinted glass job, featuring its own 
unique logo. Available in Standard Sanded Finish, or order with Gloss and Polish (at an additional charge). 
Each board is a hand-built thing of beauty.

Matt Biolos:  6’10 Smooth Operator
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STOCK DIMS
5’8 19.00 2.50 29.50
5’9 19.25 2.54 30.75
5’10 19.50 2.56 32.00
5’11 19.75 2.60 33.25
6’0 20.00 2.66 35.00
6’1 20.25 2.70 36.50
6’2 20.50 2.75 38.00
6’3 20.75 2.78 39.50
6’4 21.00 2.82 41.00
6’5 21.25 2.85 42.50
6’6 21.50 2.88 44.00
6’7 21.75 2.88 45.50
6’8 22.00 2.94 47.00
6’9 22.25 2.96 48.50
6’10 22.38 3.00 50.00

The PARTY CRASHER is a chopped down, volume-up spin off of the popular Crowd Killer, with a nod to 
the stylish Smooth Operator, but without forgetting the performance and maneuverability of our shorter 
hybrids like the Puddle Jumper series, thus furthering our adventures into the ego free fun of Mid-length 
Mayhem.

Recently, I’ve been loving the full-scale mid-lengths, including the Smooth Operator and Crowd Killer, 
but there is literally a 10”-14” length gap between these two ranges of boards in my quiver. Looking for a 
happy medium between our typical hybrids (which are traditionally ridden at, or even well below your own 
height) and our Mid-length Mayhem models, the PARTY CRASHER was designed to bridge the 
considerable size gap.  A magic Unicorn that glides and paddles like the longer boards, but more 
maneuverable and easier to travel with, like the smaller boards.  The PARTY CRASHER exists to do just 
that:  Starting with my favorite 7’2” Crowd Killer Round, I chopped 6” off of the tail and made a hard 
diamond, which further shortens the rail line and enables quicker, more radical, turns.  We then whacked 
2” off the nose allowing the nose rocker to settle lower and to carry more width forward, lending glide 
and early entry into waves.  The generous tail rocker purposely remains the same, but when squeezed 
into the shorter board allows it to really fit into tight pockets and short, average broken up beach breaks.  
The PARTY CRASHER retains the Crowd Killer’s relatively low rail volume, and continuous curve outline, 
which keeps it catch free and forgiving.  It features a deeper, more souped-up and radical, single to double 
concave bottom.  The deeper concave adds lift and spark in smaller surf, and increase the rail line rocker, 
allowing more vertical and tight-radius-turning.

Crash any line up with confidence on this wave catching, yet surprisingly nimble and maneuverable, 
machine. It’s an age appropriate board, that allows more mature surfers to navigate crowded line ups and 
hit wave quota, without the typical reduction in performance when going with a longer, higher volume 
board. Meant to be ridden 4”-8” shorter than a Crowd Killer/Smooth Operator, or 4”-8” longer than our 
range of Puddle Jumper styles, short Hybrids, but with similar width and thickness to all.

Pale PurpleCool Grey Light Yellow Carolinaue

Minty Fresh
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The Crowd Killer is a high performance, #hyperfunboard, based off of the Quiver Killer rocker and outline. 
The idea was to extend it lengthwise and open up this design to a wider audience. It’s a wave catching, easy 
riding machine that does not skimp on performance. The size scale, and standard dims are adjusted as well, 
so that the Crowd Killer Round can be ridden a bit longer without added volume.  A very clean and no frills 
update to an already well received board, especially for those with aversions to multiple wings and swallow 
tails.  Dependable and ridiculously easy to surf from tiny surf to the largest days in most parts of the USA/
World.

ROUND DIMS
6’6 20.50 2.56 37.00
6’7  20.63   2.60   38.50
6’8   20.75   2.66   40.00
6’9   20.88   2.66   41.00
6’10   21.00   2.73   42.50
6’11   21.13   2.75   44.00
7’0   21.25   2.82   46.00
7’1   21.38   2.82   47.00
7’2   21.50   2.85   48.00
7’3   21.63   2.86   49.00
7’4   21.75   2.90   50.50
7’5   21.88   2.93   52.00
7’6   22.00   2.96   53.50
7’7   22.00   2.96   54.25
7’8   22.25   2.98   56.00
7’9   22.38   2.98   57.00
7’10   22.50   3.00   58.25
7’11   22.50   3.00   59.00
8’0   22.50   3.03   60.00

SWALLOW DIMS
6’2  20.00  2.60  35.50
6’4  20.25  2.63  37.25
6’6  20.50  2.65  39.00
6’8  20.75  2.75  42.00
6’10  21.00  2.75  43.50
7’0  21.25  2.80  46.00
7’2  21.50  2.82  48.00
7’4  22.00  2.86  51.00
7’6  22.00  2.88  52.50
7’8  22.25  2.95  55.50
7’10  22.25  2.98  57.50
8’0  22.50  3.00  60.00

THE CROWD KILLER FEATURES
• A slightly wider, wave catching nose, with a “no pearl” flip tip, 
• allowing the added length to still fit into the curve of waves.
• A wicked little double bump swallow tail, which feels lively and 

playful in small surf, yet holds long lines in larger waves.
• A relaxed and fast central rocker, that glides with ease.
• Plenty of tail rocker, with deep double concave, for whipping 

wraps like a pro.
• New “Hidden Volume” two stage deck line, which focuses the 

foam toward the stringer and a rapid taper towards the rails. 

Own the local spot, or piss off locals when you 
travel with this Crowd Killing machine.

ROUND TAIL SWALLOW TAIL
Kirra Pinkerton: 6’4 Crowd Killer 
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“Short and wide, with effortless glide.  The HYDRA will fly 
when other boards leave you dry”.

STOCK DIMS 
5’2 20.00 2.25 26.50 
5’3 20.25 2.30 28.00 
5’4 20.50 2.37 29.50 
5’5 20.75 2.40 31.00 
5’6 21.00 2.45 32.50 
5’7 21.25 2.50 34.00 
5’8 21.50 2.56 35.50 
5’9 21.75 2.60 37.50 
5’10 22.00 2.70 39.00 
5’11 22.13 2.73 40.00 
6’0 22.25 2.76 41.25 
6’1 22.38 2.80 42.50 
6’2 22.50 2.84 44.00 

The HYDRA is the ultimate minuscule wave monster, melding more than 25 years of developing small wave 
fish and mini wave hybrids.  It implements proven design details from a myriad of models like the Puddle 
Jumper, Bottom Feeder, Pelagic, and most recently the RNF-Retro. Built around an overall low rocker paired 
to an almost traditional “fish” outline, this little sea monster is a mini-wave weapon. It features multiple 
magic making design elements which bring The HYDRA to life.

• On the outline, we’ve continued with the snowboard influenced “Pelagic” side cut outline. From our 
original Pelagic, to the RNF-Retro and on to the new SWORD-FISH, every board featuring this outline 
has worked above expectations.  It noticeably locks into the wave during carves and shortens the radius 
of turns while both gaining speed and maintaining control.

• The bottom contours feature a unique double concave, chined “Hydra-hull”.  A design I first learned 
from Jim Fuller, in the mid ’80’s and is featured in our classic Bottom Feeder model.  Like a single 
concave; It allows the use of more curve through the rocker (which makes proper turning and vertical 
surfing a lot easier) by cutting through and adding lift and speed. With very wide boards, single concave 
bottoms easily get sticky and stay flat on the face, the chined bevels add release, free up the board from 
rail to rail and encourage 3D rail surfing, as opposed to simply skating fast on the surface, like so many 
traditional fish.

• The tail is a split diamond, which melds the characteristics of both swallow and diamond tails. The 
notched-out center line shortens the stringer and reduces surface area behind the rear foot, to add bite 
and control to a wide tail. The double diamond tail shortens the rail line making quick and radical, pow-
er retaining turns much more manageable.

• The HYDRA uses a flat-ish deck, with full and forgiving rails.  Flat decks can remain thinner and still retain 
volume, and more           importantly, are more flexible (even if thick) than vee or dome decks.  Flex is 
good in low rocker boards, keeping them pliable and forgiving. I dare say this is a more effective and 
advanced tail design than a typical fish or swallow in allowing radical surfing with very wide tails.

now in...
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LightSpeed is our proprietary surfboard construction built with lightweight EPS foam and high strength epoxy resin.  LightSpeed uses a combination of Rapid-Reflex 
Carbon Fiber as well vibration dampening Innegra-Fibers, woven into the finest custom performance fiberglass cloth. Like the name implies, LightSpeed is both light 
and exceptionally fast, allowing you to take your surfing to new levels of speed and Pro-formance.  Developed in-house, our crew of board builders worked closely 
with our top Jr and WQS team riders to create the best possible technology for High Pro-formance small wave and every day surfing. After well over a year of testing 
various versions, and R&D with some of the world’s best young surfers, we are now making this exciting custom surfboard construction available to all.  
 
LIGHT SPEED Custom Composite features:

Ultra-Light / Ultra-Lively Foam Core: Steam molded, High Strength-to-Weight Ratio, fused cell, water resistant, stringer-less EPS foam core.

High-Strength, Flexible, Impact Resistant, Epoxy Resin System. Woven Carbon Fiber Centerline “Stringer” (top and bottom): Engineered to add both strength and 
Rapid-Reflex “pop”, with just enough release to feel forgiving underfoot. The Carbon loads up under foot pressure, and springs upon release.

• Fused Carbon, Tail Reinforcement Patches: Transfers more direct input into rail and 
adds strength.

• Centerline Aligned Carbon “Exo-Stringers”: Enable natural Torsional Twist, similar to 
a wood stringer board, but lighter, and with a much faster reflex reaction and more 
“pop”.

• Innegra Infused, Engineered Composite Fiberglass: A multi weave (6oz lengthwise, 
woven with 4oz, rail to rail) fiberglass, top and bottom, adds significant break strength, 
while keeping the boards Ultra-light and Ultra-lively.

•  LightSpeed - Light and exceptionally fast technology, allowing you to take your small 
wave and everyday surfing to new levels of speed and Pro-formance.
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Stringer-less EPS blank, Stringer-less EPS blank, 
precisely pre-shaped by precisely pre-shaped by 

AKU-Shaper, CNC.AKU-Shaper, CNC.

Finished shaped and fine Finished shaped and fine 
tuned by hand to perfection.tuned by hand to perfection.

Carbon fiber is accurately Carbon fiber is accurately 
applied, using lasers, top applied, using lasers, top 

and bottom.and bottom.

Carbon fiber is liberally Carbon fiber is liberally 
laminated, with epoxy resin, laminated, with epoxy resin, 

to create an I-beam to create an I-beam 
reinforcement.reinforcement.

Epoxy specific logos applied Epoxy specific logos applied 
just right.just right.

Deck laminated using Deck laminated using 
 custom composite  custom composite 

fiberglass and Innegra weaves, fiberglass and Innegra weaves, 
specifically developed for specifically developed for 
#LightSpeed technology.#LightSpeed technology.

Bottom laminated using yet Bottom laminated using yet 
another custom created another custom created 
fiberglass, developed fiberglass, developed 

specifically for #LightSpeed specifically for #LightSpeed 
technology.technology.

“Shaped” back to perfec-“Shaped” back to perfec-
tion.tion.
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Congratulations, Carissa Moore: 
First ever Olympic Gold medalist


